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NEW DELHI: Prime Minister Narendra Modi wants a young brigade of scientists to be

groomed at central laboratories to find economical solutions to problems facing the

country. He wants them to focus on socio-economic needs in the field of health, water,

sanitation, waste management, smart cities, solar energy, irrigation, and food. The PM also

emphasised that the scientific departments should work in tandem with the developmental

ministries and government agencies. Modi directed to create special opportunities for

scientists below the age of 45 years on a competitive basis. These special opportunities may

include early recognition and support, creation of special groups such as Academy of

Young Scientists, involvement in scientific committees that set the directions and evaluate

projects, Centre of Excellence headed by a young scientist.

“The selected laboratories should be functional by April 1, 2018,” stated the

minutes of the meeting prepared after the meeting in July. The meeting was attended by

heads of scientific departments—department of biotechnology, department of science and

technology, ministry of earth sciences, Council of Scientific and Industrial Research

(CSIR), Department of Agricultural Research and Education and Department of Health

Research.

On similar lines, young IAS officers and DRDO scientists are also being

trained. Since 2015, a batch of 160 young IAS officers is being selected by the Department

of Personnel and Training (DoPT) and are being trained in central ministries.

The PM had also advised the country’s premier defence research agency Defence Research

and Development Organisation (DRDO) to hire young scientists, not over the age of 35

years to head at least five laboratories of defence research agency.

http://www.newindianexpress.com/thesundaystandard/2017/sep/02/pmo-headhunts-young-minds-to-lead-india-1651673.html
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CSIR-NCL hold Crystallography and Society Satellite meeting

CSIR-NCL                                                                                3rd September, 2017

Pune: CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory

(CSIR-NCL), Pune organised a

Crystallography and Society Satellite

meeting as a part of the 24th Congress and

General Assembly of the International

Union of Crystallography (IUCr).

Ashwini Kumar Nangia, Director, CSIR-

NCL, introduced the idea behind organising

the Satellite meeting. He said this is the

right time to include domain experts in the

field, who work not only in the field of

natural sciences, but also in the social

sciences, who are speaking at the satellite

conference. The satellite meeting at CSIR-

NCL aimed at the outreach of

Crystallography and Science in the South-

East Asia region, particularly addressing

issues that concern the countries in and

around India. Gautam Desiraju of the Indian

Institute of Science, Bengaluru gave a talk

on the subject 'Science and Society, What do

they owe each other?'. “Science is objective

and scientists are viewed as being neutral

and impersonal, dispassionate and far from

the madding crowd. It is felt that they are

not concerned with the delusive politics,

indeed they should not be concerned with

these matters if their science is to be pure

and environomist. A quote by the famous

crystallographer John Desmond Bernal said

'Science is an integral part both of material

and economic life and of ideas which guide

and inspire it'," said Desiraju. Dr Amitava

Das, CSIR-Central Salt and Marine

Chemicals Research Institute, Bhavnagar,

spoke on 'Salt and its opportunities in India'.

He talked about the main sources of salt in

India, salt manufacturing, large scale

production, consumption of salt, salt purity.
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He explained the factors that add to the overall cost of salt, brine treatment in chloralkali

industry. He gave information about the salt demands and projected world and Indian

scenarios.

The 24th Congress and General Assembly of the IUCr was held between August 21 to

August 28 at the Hyderabad International Convention Centre, Hyderabad.

Published in:
Sakaltimes.com

http://www.sakaltimes.com/pune/csir-ncl-holds-crystallography-and-society-satellite-meeting%C2%A0-5325
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Hyderabad CSIR research Directors outline their commercial 

direction

CSIR-CCMB                                                                            2nd September 2017

HYDERABAD: The directors of three primer research institutes in India, Council of

Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)—Indian Institute of Chemical Technology

(IICT) , Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB) and National Geophysical

Research Institute (NGRI) said that the institutes are collaborating with private firms and

converting their research projects into revenue generating commercial products.

CSIR had lined up 120 fast-track translation of research projects that can be converted to

commercially viable products. “We are working on a thermal paint which will reduce

indoor room temperature by 4 degrees. This will help bring down the cost of air

conditioning and also make it comfortable for people who cannot afford it, We will be

launching this as a product in mid-March or April,” said S Chandrasekhar, director CSIR.

The Prime Minister is expected to launch the product. “We have identified a synthetic

molecule obtained from marine sponge Eribulin, for cancer treatment used when existing

drugs don’t work on the patient. The project is now completed and an industry partner

will be making a generic version of it,” he added.

CCMB has two projects that are nearing completion stage. One is a cow pregnancy test kit

that will help farmers make better economic decisions. “Presently, it takes more than two

months to determine if the cattle is pregnant or not, now with this kit we can tell within

30 days. We are looking for companies that can do mass production,” said Rakesh K

Mishra, director, CCMB.

“We are developing a cheap and easy to use detection kit for sickle cell anaemia, a genetic

disease within a years time. This will help doctors in the tribal belts where the disease is
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more prevalent,” he added. NGRI director says his research facility will focus on

‘knowledge development’. NGRI researchers are focusing on studying rocks along the

earthquake prone Indo-Gangetic plains and are mapping them.

“Developing a full wave form tomography of seismic waves which will allow us to map

different kinds of rocks accurately, this technology will be a big game changer in

exploration of gas hydrates. It will solve two decades of energy needs of the country,” he

added.

Published in:
newindianexpress.com

http://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/hyderabad/2017/sep/02/hyderabad-csir-research-directors-outline-their-commercial-direction-1651441.html
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World Coconut Day: CSIR scientist discusses how climate change 

affects coconut plantations

CSIR                                                                                        2nd September 2017

Covering the diet of nearly one-third of the population, this drupe, serves more than just

one benefits. The drink refreshes one in hot tropical summers, the lovely aroma of coconut

milk adds flavour to meals, and the hot coconut oil message calms the exhausted nerves.

Thus the fruit, no doubt, deserve a special day to appreciate the various ways it has helped

human beings. World Coconut day, a celebration, that began in 2009, is conducted on 2

September every year to bring all coconut lovers together and educate the masses about the

goodness of this fruit. However, there is a lot more to it than just health benefits.

In an exclusive interview with IBTimes Singapore, Council of Scientific & Industrial

Research, India, scientist Naresh Kumar Soora told about his journey and experience in his

research on coconuts. He also gave an insight on how climate change has affected the

growth and cultivation of the plant and his current work on improving the productivity.

Coconut cultivation, its growth and climatic conditions go hand in hand. Adverse climatic

conditions have a negative impact on the plant. Being one of the most abundantly used

products in South Asian countries, its maintenance and constant supervision thus become a

necessity.

"Agronomic adaptations like soil moisture conservation, summer irrigation, drip irrigation,

and fertilizer application cannot only minimize losses in majority of coconut growing

regions but also improve productivity substantially," says Soora. However, these sustainable

methods are not enough to safe guard the plants from the climatic changes the region

facing. He also said that the cultivation can only flourish if the climate conditions are right.

The right kind of climate, management and intensive genetic, agronomic adaptation can

substantially benefit the coconut production in India.
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Such a strategy can increase the productivity by 33% in 2030, and by 25–32% in 2080, said

the scientist. In fact, productivity can be improved by 20% if all coconut plantations in

India are provided with the above-mentioned management.

Soora also said that further research on how to increase the productivity of this fruit is

going on. Meanwhile, the importance and uses of coconut and its bi-products have caught

the attention of people around the world and he believes that its medicinal and therapeutic

properties can help create a more sustainable future.

World Coconut Day also coincides with the establishment of the Asian and Pacific

Coconut Community (APCC), its headquarters being in Jakarta, Indonesia. "A Healthy

Wealthy Life with Coconut" is this year's theme for the "World Coconut Day".

Published in:
Ibtimes.sg

http://www.ibtimes.sg/world-coconut-day-csir-scientist-discusses-how-climate-change-effects-coconut-plantations-15698
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Hyderabad-based CCMB selected to host ‘Atal Incubation Centre’

CCMB is the only centre in Telangana State and Andhra Pradesh to have been chosen by the Niti

Ayog to host such an incubation centre.

Hyderabad: Hyderabad-based Centre for

Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB)

has been selected by the Niti Ayog to host

‘Atal Incubation Centre’, aimed at creating

an ecosystem of facilities and identify start-

ups with promising ideas and guide them

towards assured success in the field of

biotechnology. The CCMB is one among 10

others institutions in the country selected

by the Niti Ayog for setting up ‘Atal

Incubation Centres’. Incidentally, CCMB is

the only centre in Telangana State and

Andhra Pradesh to have been chosen by the.

Niti Ayog to host such an incubation centre

“In all, 3,800 government institutions and

private companies in India applied to Niti

Ayog to host this incubation centre. In fact

from Telangana State alone, close to 230

institutes and companies had applied to host

the incubation centre out of which CCMB

was the only institution that got selected,”

said Director, CCMB, Dr Rakesh K Mishra.

The Niti Ayog will be funding close to Rs 10

crore to CCMB to set-up the special

incubation centre, which will come-up at the

CCMB Annex-2 located in Uppal. “Stress will

be more on big ticket ideas that will succeed.

We want to reduce the failure rate of start-

ups in this incubation centre and that’s why

our screening process in the initial stages will

be very stringent. The aim is to make sure

that only promising ideas that have chance of

succeeding in the market should be

incubated,” Dr Mishra added.

https://telanganatoday.com/tag/Niti-Ayog
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https://telanganatoday.com/hyderabad-based-ccmb-selected-to-host-atal-incubation-centre
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Over 5000 Students attend CSIR fair in Hyderabad

Student gather at one of  the stalls at the science 

exhibition 

HYDERABAD: As a part of their double

platinum jubilee celebrations, the Council

of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)

and its reseach lands in the city opened

their doors to school children for a six-day

science exhibition in the grounds of a

IICT-run high school in Habsiguda.

The first day of the event, organised by the

research labs on Friday, saw over 5,000

children from different schools visit the

exhibition. Rikitha Reddy, a class eighth

student of Tejasvi Vidyaranya school

said, “I never knew science was so

interesting. The scientists told me how

maths and science are very much related.”

IICT, CCMB and NGRI set up numerous

stalls designed along nine science based

themes.

G Satheesh Reddy, scientific advisor to

defence minister and director general,

missiles and strategic systems who

inaugurated the event, said exhibitions such

as the ones organised by CSIR needed to be

taken to smaller towns as they aid in

instilling scientific temper among students

and public.

Published in:
newindianexpress.com

Also published in:
Thehansindia.com

Telangana.com

http://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/hyderabad/2017/sep/02/over-5000-students-attend-csir-fair-in-hyderabad-1651442.html
http://www.thehansindia.com/posts/index/Hyderabad-Tab/2017-09-01/Council-of-Scientific-and-Industrial-Research-celebrates-75-years/323508
https://telanganatoday.com/csir-to-organise-mega-science-exhibition-in-hyderabad
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Fostering scientific temperament, NTTF students visit NML

Jamshedpur, Sept. 2: A second group of 44

diploma course students of the Tata Steel

Technical Institute (NTTF), Burmamines

accompanied by two teachers, Baby Girja

and Debesh Mandal visited CSIR-National

Metallurgical Laboratory, Jamshedpur and

interacted with scientists and research

scholars this morning under the aegis of

Social Connect programme, i.e. CSIR-

NML-School Interactive programme.

The students were thrilled to visit the

laboratory and interact with working

group.The programme was scheduled for

two and half hours, Dr.PNMishra,

Principal Scientist, coordinated the

programme, started with welcome address,

introduced students with the members of

SNIP programme, and further discussed

about CSIR-NML R&D activities and

programme. He discussed about the

contributions of CSIR- NML to the Nationin

the area of Minerals, Metals, Metallury and

Materials. Science. Dr. AK Sahu, Senior

Technical Officer motivated the students to

interact with the scientist and query as much

as possible while visiting to the different

divisions of the laboratory and Dr. Sahu also

proposed the vote of thanks.

After brief up, a lab visitprogramme was

organized under the leadership of P N

Mishra, S N Hembram and A K Sahu, where

all the students are divided into twoseparate

groupsfor managing to interact with

scientists and research scholars.

The students expressed their desire, feeling,

asked numbers of question, and clarify their

doubts with working scientists.
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Students have visited creep testing units of MST Division and come to know about

fatigue, creep, fractures prevailing in different types of industrial components. Theyhave

gather exposure of various kinds of machines like Servo Hydro Testing Machine, Servo

Electrical Machine and furnace.

Geopolymer section of Waste Management Unit is also covered in this visit. They further

have visited Mechanical Testing Unit and come to know about forging, shaping, rolling &

wire Drawing Machine, Trolley furnace chamber operated at 12000C.

NML Workshop units are the centre of attraction among students. They discussed in

detail about function and operation of different machines.

Students are surprised to observe the 66-year’s history of CSIR-NML at museum and

they ask various questions based on samples and posters pertaining to minerals based

product and facilities.

Teachers and students have requested for their next visit to the laboratory for gaining

deeper knowledge. Teachers express their exciting views and are completely satisfied to

know about the consistent effort and research emphasis in various sectors for the ultimate

development of make India.

Published in:
Avenuemail

https://www.avenuemail.in/jamshedpur/fostering-scientific-temperament-nttf-students-visit-nml/112209/
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